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GENERAL MEMETICS NEWSLETTER

May 2022

Dear Friends, 

Summer celebrations have already started!

Celebration #1
Inla Kesh Community, a healing biotope located in Chiapas, Mexico welcomed
us with open arms for the first-ever Possibility Lab in Mexico (see cover photo!).
It emerged with participants from two successful Expand The Box Trainings,
one delivered by Vera Franco (with Devin Gleeson, as Trainer Apprentice) and
one with Patricio Diaz, as well as international participants.
The edges of research were formidable and truly exciting:

Fear as a multi-dimensional source of Connection and Aliveness
Unmixing Emotions to regain the Clarity of your Pure Feelings
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Upgrading the Context of a Gaian Gameworld (Inla Kesh Biotope in this
case)
Radical Relating through Nonlinear Transformational Proposals
Shifting from Ordinary to Extraordinary Conversation, and much more.

We will be back to Mexico!

Celebration #2
Clinton and Anne-Chloé are growing two Branches of the Ontree Healing,
Initiation, and Transformation Center in Takaka, Aotearoa (New Zealand). The
Centre was birthed by Ana Norambuena and Tristan Girdwood. Others from the
Gameworld Incubator Team are growing Branches also! You can follow the
progress of Ontree Centre on their website:
https://ontreecentre.mystrikingly.com/#progress, or you you can jump in and
help us incubate this amazing Gaian Gameworld by growing a Branch yourself!
Let's collaborate to make this happen, okay?

Celebration #3
AMANITA - a next culture feature film - being filmed right now by Nikhil Konrad
and Team - is well on its way. The story of AMANITA is a healing and initiatory
journey out of Modern Culture and into Next Culture - Archiarchy. On their
Telegram group we are viewing amazing photos and short videos from the
actual film crew behind the scenes. It is edge-of-the-seat exciting! Check them
out! You can get in on the High Level Fun! http://amanita.mystrikingly.com

Celebration #4
The Global Ecovillage Network (GEN) has selected Clinton Callahan to
participate in an online interactive Q&A Panel today, 22 May 2022 (@3pm
Portuguese time / @4pm CEST), called: Problems in Sustainability: An
Interactive Panelist Discussion. This event is a part of GEN’s Community
Sustainability Summit Workshop Series, and a run-up to the GEN Europe
Conference this July in Denmark. Join the Panel this Sunday here:
https://ecovillage.org/sustainability-summit

Celebration #5
(Clinton writes:) Long before sunrise Saturday, 14 May 2022, during the recent
30-person Possibility Village Lab at Inlakesh Ecovillage in Chiapas, Southern
Mexico, barking dogs wake me up. I insert earplugs, but cannot fall back to
sleep. This is when my Archetypal Lineage informs me that we have misspelled
the word ‘Archearchy’. “It should be spelled with an ‘i’ instead of an ‘e’, so that
the evolution of human cultures is clear: Matriarchy, Patriarchy, Archiarchy.” I
am shocked. We have used the improper spelling in 526 websites of the
StartOver.xyz game. Plus, my updated and expanded Conscious Feelings book
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is about to go to print with the outdated spelling. I frantically write the publisher
to see if there is any chance of making the changes. He writes back that I am a
‘lucky duck’. He agrees to make the changes for no cost. Changing websites
can now proceed.

Will you help us make the spelling shift? It is simple. Just keep it in mind each
time you write the word ‘Archiarchy’, and each time you go looking for one of
the Archiarchal websites, type it with an ‘i’ instead of an ‘e’.

Here are the website URLs that are changing: (NOTE: If you have used any of
these URLs as links in your own website, or in articles or YouTube descriptions,
would you please go back and change them? That would help a lot. This is the
very beginning of Archiarchy. As Frank Herbert wrote in his Possibilitator Book,
Dune, “A beginning is the time for taking the most delicate care that the
balances are correct.”)

Onwards!
Love from the General Memetics News Team

Parenting
recorded workshop from

Clinton Callahan (circa 2000)

English and translated in Germna

Auf Englisch und ins Deutsche übersetzt

English + ins Deutsche übersetzt
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Second to Latest S.T.A.R.R.

Life Clear Of Messes But Not Of Fear

Latest S.T.A.R.R.

Trust Is A Decision

Visit S.T.A.R.R.s
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Upcoming Events...

It is said that you have a life before firewalking, and a life after firewalking.
These two lives are not the same. 

At some point you are ready to make the step. Seven-and-a-half meters of
glowing coals lie before you as a bridge to a new future. You carried the wood.
You made the fire. You know it is real. By walking barefoot through the glowing

coals, you too become real. 

with Arthur Dorsch - organized by Anne-Chloé Destremau
event: https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/QXGYD1/

TRANSFORMATIONAL EUROPEAN TOUR

ETB Portugal 25-29 May 2022:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/QZXY1G/

LAB Portugal 1-5 June 2022:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/PYNGXD/

Fire Walking Poland 12-13 July 2022:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/QXGYD1/

ETB Poland 20-24 July 2022:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/PRYNW9/
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LAB Poland 27-31 July 2022:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/QMN798/

Intimacy Journeyer Lab Poland 3-7 August 2022:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/Q3GZ2N/

Heal From School Lab Portugal 13-17 August 2022:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/J27WEW/

Click on the link or photo of the Event for more information
(you will be sent to the possibilitymanagement.org website)

Possibility Management Online
Global Offers Calendar

WorkTalks, Workshops, Rage Clubs, Fear Clubs,
Study Groups, Possibility Teams, Online ETBs...
Get electrified!
With other Possibiliators!
Around the world!
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Link: https://teamup.com/ksv2xq34sxiagcuei1
 

Possibility Management Calendar
Expand The Box, Possibility Lab, Feelings
Practitioners Lab, Intimacy Journeyer Lab, ...
Find the Training you need in your area!
 
Link: https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/
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You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can
change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by
clicking on the links below.

Our mailing address is:
Paseo Illetas 31, Apt 3B

07181 Illetas-Calvia,
Mallorca, Spain

https://possibilitymanagement.org/
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Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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